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Shenzhen V&T Technologies Co., Ltd. is a national high-tech enterprise with completely independent intellectual property rights. The Company 

was successfully listed in GEM (growth enterprise market) in 2016 and the stock code is 300484. The Company adheres to the enterprise 

culture of “development, innovation, integrity and pragmatic”, standardizes enterprise management further according to the modern enterprise 

system, takes “creating values for the customers, staff, enterprise and society” as the operation philosophy, keeps the advanced level of the 

core technologies continuously, participates in the competition of international mainstream brand, provides the advanced industrial automation 

control, new energy product and system solution, meets the diversified and individual design demands of medium and high customers quickly 

and effectively, creates values for customers, builds win-win cooperation and makes contribution for high-efficiency and environment-protection 

industry upgrading of industrial equipment industry in our country and development of new energy industry. 

Enterprise Profile

l  攻坚电梯技术

Qualification and Partial Patent Certificates

○Construction of product platform 

○Technology upgrading and tackling

○Build the company architecture ○Issue vector torque control inverter

○Shenzhen Software Enterprise

○Shenzhen High-tech enterprise

○March the new energy automobile industry

○Enter the stage to be listed;

○The performance of the Company shows an increasing trend.

○The tenth anniversary of the Company

○Complete the listing in GEM of Shenzhen 

Stock Exchange

 

○Xiamen V&T industrial park is input into use.

○Wuxi V&T research and development center is put into use.

○Award the title of top 100 tax paying enterprises people's government in Nanshan district, Shenzhen

○Award the title of leading enterprise of people's government in Nanshan district, Shenzhen

○Growth of motor control performance of electric automobile 

○ISO/TS 16949:2009 certificate in automobile industry 

Enterprise History 

○Open-loop torque control technology 

○ CE certification 

○Obtain the certification of national high-tech enterprise

○Complete stock restructuring

○Purchase industry land in Xiamen for research and development 

    Construction of production center and marketing network

○Issue VTS general inverter/servo drive

0201

InnovationDevelop Integrity Pragmatic

○Issue V9-H series general inverter 

○Issue AIEC series lift product
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●Chinese/English liquid crystal display keyboard and LED 

keyboard, abundant information and convenient debugging;

●With multi-functional combination key; for example, realize 

remote/local switching, emergency shutdown and other 

humanized functions;

●Include parameter storage chip, so that the customer is 

convenient to storage, upload and download the 

parameters. It is specifically suitable for batch supporting 

customers; the debugging time is saved greatly; and the 

installed efficiency is improved.

●Support the scheme of extension cord;

●Support the photoelectric encoder, rotary transformer encoder and 

sine and cosine encoder;

●Support accessing the motor encoder and auxiliary encoder into the 

drive at the same time to realize the double-loop control; when 

ensuring the stability of the control system, the error of the 

mechanical drive can be eliminated, so the encoder is specifically 

suitable for the machine tool, bending machine and other industries. 

For example, the motor encoder is used as the motor speed control; 

and the auxiliary encoder is used as the position control.

●Three groups of high-speed chip 

communication interface

●Support extension CPU development

●Development of function extension card for 

industrial machine

●Support the secondary application and 

development of customers to the hardware and 

software;

●Be compatible with synchronous motor, asynchronous 

motor, reluctance motor, electric main shaft and other 

motors;

●Support the open-loop vector of synchronous motor, 

open-loop vector of asynchronous motor, closed-loop 

vector of synchronous motor, open-loop vector control of 

asynchronous motor, etc.

VTS Inverter/Servo Drive

Because of adopting brand-new vector control technology, VTS series inverter can be compatible with the 
control of synchronous motor, asynchronous motor and reluctance motor, as well as the encoders with 
multiple specification and abundant communication interface and support Chinese/English liquid crystal 
display, five-digit digital pipe display operation panel; and with the protection functions of usability, 
extendibility, small volume, light weight and perfection, the VTS series inverter can meet the medium-high 
application demands.

● I/O card can be highly customized according to 

the demands of the customers.

●Support plug and convenient for wiring and 

maintenance.

●I/O terminals with different functions select the 

design with different colors so as to reduce the 

probability of error wiring of users greatly; and it 

is easy to use, beautiful and practical.

Abundant Extended Function

Be Compatible with the Encoders with Multiple Specifications

Strong Motor Aadaptation Ability

Abundant Multi-Functional Card
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●It has abundant and perfect protection functions, 

such as undervoltage, overvoltage, overcurrent, 

overheat, overload, peripheral protection, output 

grounding short circuit, encoder disconnection, 

motor overload and overheating, etc. 

Abundant and Perfect Protection Function

●Standard Modbus 485 communication, CANopen 

communication, optional Ether CAT, PROFIBUS-

DP, Profinet, MIII, RTEX, POWERLINK and other 

communications.

●Modbus 485 supports 15 groups of user address 

free mapping, so it is flexible and convenient.

Abundant Communication Interface 

Operation Panel

●Compared with other products of the Company, 

the volume and weight are reduced by 50%.

●The book structure can save the installation 

space.

Book Structure, Small Volume 
and Light Weight 

VTS通⽤变频器/伺服驱动器 www.v-t.net.cn 服务热线:400-080-1199www.v-t.net.cn Market Tel:400-080-1199VTS inverter/ servo drive



■ High Performance
      
■ Convenient Use

■ Multi-function ■ Small Volume

◆ High-speed and high-precision control

◆�Strong motor torque, speed and position control ability

◆ Better voltage and current control 

◆Advanced high performance motor control algorithm

◆ Support multiple motor drive, such as synchronous motor, 

asynchronous motor, reluctance motor, etc.;

◆ Support multiple communication protocols

◆ Support multiple encoders

Product Overview

◆ Support liquid crystal display screen and 

five-digital digital pipe display operation panel

◆ Modularized plug design of extension card

◆ Book design, save installation space

0605

■Multi-function

◆ Advanced High Performance Motor Control Algorithm

VF control of asynchronous motor, open-loop vector control 1 of asynchronous motor, open-loop vector control 
2 of asynchronous motor, open-loop vector control of synchronous motor, closed-loop vector control of 
asynchronous motor and closed-loop vector control of synchronous motor;

MODBUS 485-RTU

CAN

◆ Support Multiple Communication Protocols

EtherCAT

PROFIBUS-DP

PROFINET

MⅢ
RTEX

POWERLINK

Support multiple Motor Drive, Such As Synchronous Motor, Asynchronous Motor, Reluctance Motor, Etc.

Integrate with asynchronous and synchronous motors drive;

Drive each kind of motor: direct drive motor, permanent magnet synchronous motor, motorized spindle, 

asynchronous servomotor, common asynchronous motor, variable frequency motor, etc.

Direct Drive Motor

Variable Frequency Motor

Motorized Spindle

Asynchronous Servo Motor

Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Motor

Common Asynchronous Motor

Optical-Electricity encoder, rotary transformer encoder and sine and cosine encoder;

◆ Support Multiple Encoders

Optical-Electricity Encoder

Rotary Transformer Encoder

Sine and Cosine Encoder

Absolute Value Encoder

◆ Strong Motor Rotary Torque, Speed and Position Control Ability 
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Control method� Open-loop control of synchronous motor/
open-loop control of asynchronous motor

Closed-loop control of synchronous motor/
closed-loop control of asynchronous motor

Start rotary torque� Asynchronous: 0.25Hz 200% rated torque
Synchronous: 1.5% of rated rotary speed 
and 150% of rated rotary torque

0 Hz 200% of rated rotary torque

Speed range 
�

1:200
�

1:5000
�

Steady speed precision 
�

±�0.5%
�

±�0.02%
�

Maximum frequency
� �

2000Hz 2000Hz

Torque control 

�
Yes 

�
Yes 

�

Torque precision

�
±5%
�

±3%
�

Torque response time

�

<20ms

�

<10ms

�

Positioning control

�

None

�

Yes 

�

Positioning precision

�

None

�

±1

�

pulse

�

 

■High Performance

It is 120,000 rotations for open-loop control and 40,000 rotations for closed-loop control;

◆�High Speed and High Precision Control 

Encoder Card

（Some�products�to�be�developed）
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 ■Small Volume and Light Weight ��

VTS200-500 series 15kW Equal power of other products

2
9

1
m

m

220mm
100mm

210mm 210mm

337mm

50%
Reducing
 Volume

Book installation structure, the volume is reduced to 50% greatly.

◆ Support liquid crystal display screen, five-digit digital pipe display operation panel;

Adopt the key design conforming to ergonomics; the user can inquire and modify the common parameters by the 

liquid crystal screen directly. The trouble entering multi-level menu is exempted; and it can support 

Chinese/English display.

◆ Modularized plug design of extension card, so the extension of the accessories is flexible and convenient;

Book-compact design, nearly double installation space is saved; it occupies little space and installs more; it is 

straight radiation up and down; the installation in rows can be realized in the minimum gap, so the cost and 

space of the cabinet are greatly reduced.

■Convenient Use

Think what you think

due to the book design

VS

Plug design

Plug design
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◆Excellent Tracking Performance of Current, Voltage and Rotary Speed

The inverter is set as free parking and 0-speed starting method; and 
the acceleration time is 4s. Under 50Hz of steady speed operation 
state of motor, the enabling is closed. The enabling is started gain, 
the motor starts again after reducing to 0 quickly during the process 
of free parking. The output current of the inverter does not exceed 
the torque limiting current (rated current of motor * torque limiting).

●The yellow signal is the operation current.

●The green is effective current; it is the no-load operation current at 

the beginning; after closing the enabling, the current is 0; after 
opening the enabling again, the current can reach the torque 
limiting current (1.5 times of motor rated current) until the 
motor stops completely; and then it is speeded up the 
command speed; and then the current is recovered to the no-
load current.

●The purple is feedback rotary speed; it is 50Hz at the beginning; 

after closing the enabling, the speed feedback is 0; after 
opening the enabling again, the feedback speed is increased 
to 50Hz from 0.

The starting method of the inverter is set as the rotary speed tracking 

method; the parking method is free stop; and under 50Hz steady 

speed operation state of the inverter, the free parking of the enabling 

motor is closed; the enabling is started again, the inverter tracks the 

current operation rotary speed, and then it is speeded up the 

command rotary speed; and the current has no changed rotary speed 

or fluctuation.

●The yellow is the operation current.

●The purple is the feedback speed; it runs at 50Hz at the starting 

position; after the enabling is closed, the free sliding speed 

feedback of the motor is 0; and after opening the enabling, it is 

speeded up to 50Hz from the current operation rotary speed.

Rotary Speed Tracking Test:

Current Limiting Test

Operation current

Effective current

Feedback speed

The inverter is set as the reducing parking; the reducing time is 0; the 
magnetic flux braking is allowed; and the energy consumption 
braking is closed. Under 50Hz steady speed operation state of the 
motor, the enabling reducer is closed; the inverter outputs the steady 
current; the bus voltage rises to the setting value of the magnetic flux 
voltage (700V) from 540V; the motor is decelerated quickly to stop; 
and it is not overvoltage.

●The yellow is the operation current.

●The blue is bus voltage; it is 540V at the beginning; after the 

decelerating stop is started, the bus rises to 700V until the 
motor stops completely; and then the bus voltage is declined 
slowly.

●The purple is the feedback speed; the starting speed is 50Hz; after 

the reducer is opened, it is decelerated to 0.

Magnetic Flux Brake Overvoltage Test:

Operation current

Effective current

Feedback speed

The allowable undervoltage control of the inverter is set; the 

undervoltage control voltage is 460V; under 50Hz steady speed 

operation state of motor, the three-phase power is disconnected; 

when the bus voltage is reduced to 460V, the inverter is reduced 

automatically so as to maintain 460V of bus. The three-phase power 

is connected during this period; the bus is recovered to 540V; the 

inverter is automatically speeded up to the original operation speed. 

During the process of deceleration generation, three-phase power is 

d isconnected, and the inver ter mainta ins the decelerat ion 

undervoltage at 460V until the motor stops running.

●The yellow is the operation current.

●The blue is bus voltage; it is 540V at the beginning; the three-

phase power is disconnected; the bus voltage is reduced to 

460V; the inverter maintains the bus voltage at 460V 

automatically; and then it is powered again, and the bus 

voltage is recovered to 540V.

●The purple is the speed feedback signal; the starting speed is 

50Hz; after power failure, the rotary speed is declined; it 

recovers to 50Hz after power on.

Undervoltage Regulation Test

Operation
 current

Effective 
current

Feedback 
speed

Operation
 current

Feedback 
speed
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Drive Model

Appearance and Installation Dimension （mm ） Approximate 

Weight  （kg） 
W H D W1 H1 T1 d 

  400V  

VTS100-4T5.5K 

100     291 220 60 275 4.5 5 3.5 
VTS100-4T7.5K 

VTS100-4T11K 

VTS100-4T15K 

VTS100-4T18.5K 

145 412 260 120 396 1.0 3.5 9.5 VTS100-4T22K 

VTS100-4T30K 

VTS100-4T37K 

210 498 290 150 478 3.0 10 20.5 VTS100-4T45K 

VTS100-4T55K 

5.5kW-15kW power level 18.5kW-160kW power level

Description of VTS General Model

1009

Appearance, Installation Dimension and Approximate Weight of VTS General Model

Description of VTS Mini Model

VTS 3 0 -4T 3.7K 

200V single-phase

400V single-phase

2S

4T

Control technology platformVTS Rated power 3.7kW3.7K

Mini type inverter30

81

40

2
2

6

2
1

6

5.5
140.8

13

5

Appearance and Tnstallation Dimension of 0.75kW-3.7kW product (weight: 1.3kg)

Appearance, Installation Dimension and Approximate Weight of VTS Mini Type Model

VTS 1 0 0-4T 22K 1 B -1 1 0 0 

No secondary development card

Process control extension card 1

0

1

No encoder card

Double-feedback encoding card 
(photoelectric + photoelectric)

Double-feedback encoding card
 (rotary transformer + photoelectric)

Double-feedback encoding card 
(sine and cosine + photoelectric)

0

1

2

3

Sine and cosine encoding card4

Tamagawa absolute value encoder card5

Heidenhain absolute value encoder card6

No extension card

CAN/RS485+AI/AO

EtherCAT+RS485+STO

PROFIBUS-DP+RS485+STO

0

1

2

3

PROFINET+RS485+STO4

MⅢ+RS485+STO5

RTEX+RS485+STO6

POWERLNK+RS485+STO7

无扩展卡

DI/DO extension cad

0

1

No built-in brake unit

Built-in brake unitB

200V single-phase

400V single-phase

2S

4T

Light-load general inverter

High-performance general inverter

Multi-function drive

High-performance servo drive

2

3

4

5

Control technology platform VTS

General type

Industry A

Industry B

Industry C

0

1

2

3

Industry…...

Industry…general 

Industry…dedicated 1

Industry…dedicated 2

Industry…dedicated 3

0

1

2

3

Industry…dedicated ...

Rated power 22kW

Rated current 22A

22K

22A

LED keyboard

LCD keyboard

1

2

General inverter1

Double-feedback encoding card 
(photoelectric + photoelectric)7

VTS通用变频器/伺服驱动器 www.v-t.net.cn � � � � :400-080-1199www.v-t.net.cn Market Tel:400-080-1199VTS inverter/ servo drive



Product name� Series� Power�
Control method� Encoder feedback�

Modbus/CAN� EtherCAT� Open-loop 
asynchronization�

Open-loop 
synchronization

� Closed-loop 
control

�
Rotary 
transformer
PG card

Sine and 
cosine 
PG card

� Photoelectric 
PG card

VTS30series�
mini inverter�

VTS30� ≤4kW� Yes�  Optional� �

VTS100series�
general inverter � VTS100� ≥5.5kW� Yes� No� � No� No� No� No� No�

VTS200series�
light-load general 
inverter �

VTS200� ≥5.5kW� Yes� No� � � No� No� No� No�

VTS300series�
high-performance 
general inverter �

VTS300� ≥5.5kW� Yes�  Optional� � � No� No� No�

VTS400series�
Multi-Functional 
inverter � VTS400� ≥5.5kW� Yes�  Optional� � � �

VTS500series�
 high-performance 
servo drive �

VTS500� ≥5.5kW� Yes�  Optional� � �  Optional�

List of Function and Accessories 

It supports the brand-new design operation of liquid crystal display screen, five-digit digital pipe display screen; 

and it has excellent panel keyboard and conforms to the keyboard design conforming to the ergonomics. The 

users can inquire and modify the common parameters directly by the liquid crystal display screen; and it 

supports the Chinese/English display.

Description of LCD Operation Panel Display Function 

Operation Panel Introduction and Function Description

VTS-DP01 VTS-DP02

1211

Chinese/English liquid crystal operation panel Digital pipe operation panel

No� Yes� � � No  Optional

 Optional

Built-in
�

�

�

�

5.5-30kW build-in. 
The others are optional�

�

Yes�

Standard

Yes

Communication 
Brake 
unit

5.5-30kW build in. 
The others don't have

5.5-30kW build in. 
The others don't haveYes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

�

�

�

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

�

 Optional�

 Optional�

 Optional�

 Optional

Powe（r kW）� 0.75� 1.5� 2.2� 3.7� 5.5� 7.5� 11� 15� 18.5� 22� 30� 37� 45� 55� 75� 90� 110� 132� 160�

Adaptive motor (kW） �0.75� 1.5� 2.2� 3.7� 5.5� 7.5� 11� 15� 18.5� 22� 30� 37� 45� 55� 75� 90� 110� 132� 160�

O
u

tp
u

t 

�
�

Voltage ( V）� 03-phase 0-rated input voltage �

Rated current (A) 2.5� 3.8� 5.5� 9� 13� 17� 24� 30� 39� 45� 60� 75� 91� 112� 150� 176� 210� 253� 304�

Maximum current（ A ）� 4.5� 6.7� 9.5� 16� 23� 31� 43� 54� 70� 81� 108� 135� 164� 202� 270� 317� 378� 400� 547�

Overload ability� 150% 1min, 180% 10s, 200% 0.5s, 10min interval (inverse-time characteristic)

In
p

u
t 

�
�

Rated voltage
/frequency 3-phase 380V-480V, 50Hz/60Hz

Allowable voltage� 323V-528V, degree of voltage unbalance, less than or equal to 3%, allowable frequency fluctuation：±5%

Rated current (A) 2.8� 4.2� 6.1� 10� 15� 19� 26� 33� 37� 42� 57� 69� 89� 106� 139� 164� 196� 240� 287�

Brake unit � Standard internal� optional built-in brake unit� �
�

150�
Recommended brake 

resistor power (W) (10%ED)

Minimum limiting
resistance value (ohm)

750� 380� 250� 75� 75� 75� 50� 32� 27� 22� 17� 16� 13� 10.5� 6.8� 6� 5.5�Recommended brake 
resistor value (ohm)

260 440 740 1100 1500 2200 3000 4000 4800 6000 9600 9600 12000 15000 18000 22000
_ _

_ _

66.7� 66.7� 66.7� 66.7� 40� 30� 20� 20� 20� 15� 10� 14� 11� 11� 5.5� 5.5� 5.5� _ _

�
� Level of protection� �
�

�

Cooling method� Forced air cooling

Technical Specification of VTS Product

Model VTS30-4T series VTS100-4T series/VTS300-4T series/VTS400-4T series

�
�

DC electric reactor� standard built-in DC electric reactorNo built-in DC electric reactor

                                   50.00Hz

Operation Frequency  50.00Hz

Output Current               5.0A

Output Voltage              380V

[               ] Tun  537V [Catalogue]

Indicator light: operation/alarm

Enter key/main menu key

Stop/reset keyOperation key

Increase/decrease Shift left/shift right

Multi-functional key

Main menu 

Given frequency/given speed

V&T

Display of motor control model

0: closed-loop vector control of synchronous motor

1: open-loop vector control of synchronous motor

2: closed-loop vector control of asynchronous motor

3: V/F control of asynchronous motor

4: voltage open-loop vector control of asynchronous motor

5: current open-loop vector control of asynchronous motor

Display of speed command source

0: Modbus communication 

1: Operation panel

2: AI1 analog quantity

3-11: see the specification for detail

Display of control loop

1: position control

2: speed control 

3: torque control 

Display of operation command

0: Modbus communication

1: Operation panel

2: Terminal

3-4: see the specification for detail

V & T 3 2 1 0 1

Default the monitoring parameter display

Operation frequency/rotary speed

Output current

Output voltage

3 items *5 page=15 items of default can 

be changed at will

Shortcut menu

Tun  �           Tuning self-learning sign

Bus voltageLOC                       Local control

REM                      Remote control

Escape key/shortcut menu key

Imaginary line: piracy unauthorized, 

it shall be shut down automatically 

when operating for 2h

Commonly
Used

need external
 brake unit

VTS通⽤变频器/伺服驱动器 www.v-t.net.cn 服务热线:400-080-1199www.v-t.net.cn Market Tel:400-080-1199VTS inverter/ servo drive



+24

PLC

COM

24V±10%�The interior isolated fromGND

The internal jumper wire is in short circuit with +24V

X1Multi-functional input terminal 1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

Multi-functional input terminal 2

Multi-functional input terminal 3

Multi-functional input terminal 4

Multi-functional input terminal 5

Multi-functional input terminal 6

Digital input

X6Multi-functional input terminal 7

Y1

Y2

COM

Open-loop collector output 1

Open-loop collector output 2

Output public end of open-loop collector

Digital output

RA1

Relay 2

RB1

RC1

RA2

RB2

RC2

Rs485+or CANH

Rs485-or CANL

Modbus/CANcommunication site

Modbus/CAN
 jumper switch

Analog output 1

Analog output 2

Analog site

Analog output 

0~20mA/0~10V

Analog input reference voltage 

Analog input 1

Analog input 2

Analog input 3

Analog site

Analog input

-10V~+10V

BUS+

BUS−
GND

AO1

AO2

GND

+10V

AI1

AI2

AI3

GND

RA3

RB3

RC3

RA3-RB3：normally closed

RA3-RC3：normally open

1A1+

2

3

4

5

A1-

A2+

A2-

+5V

Double-encoder card
EX-PG0070

Interface of motor 
encoder

Interface of auxiliary 
encoder

6B1+

7

8

9

10

B1-

B2+

Z2+

（PT100&KTY84）/T

11Z1-

12

13

14

15

Z1+

B2-

Z2-

GND

1RA+

2

3

4

5

RA-

+5V

GND

OA+

6RB-

7

8

9

10

RB+

24V

OZ+

OB+

11RZ-

12

13

14

15

RZ+

OZ-

OB-

OA-

DI/DO Extension Card

D1*6 (including one-circuit high speed coupling) +DO*2 relay *2+ PLC CAN/RS485 communication +A1*3+ AO *2 relay *1+10V power supply *1

EtherCAT*1+RS485*1+STO emergency stop switch

Introduction to Interface Function of VTS Control Unit

（以VTS 400-4T22K2B-1170为例） 

Multi-functional Extension Card

1413

No secondary development

Model: VTS-EX-DT1000

Communication Extension Card

Model: VTS-EX-CA0200

Communication Extension Card

Model: VTS-EX-CA0100

Encoder Extension Card

Model: VTS-EX-PG0010

Encoder Extension Card

Model: VTS-EX-PG0020

Encoder Extension Card

Model: VTS-EX-PG0030

Encoder Extension Card

Model: VTS-EX-PG0070

Encoder Extension Card

Model: VTS-EX-PG0040

Double-encoder card: the motor encoder is TTL signal; the 

auxiliary encoder is TTL signal; it supports the pulse command 

input; the software supports the frequency dividing output of any 

encoder; there is no OZ signal; and the maximum is 2MHz.

Double-encoder card: the motor encoder is sine and cosine 16-digit 

resolution; it supports ABZ increment and ABCD absolute type; the 

auxiliary encoder is TTL signal; it supports the pulse command input; 

the software supports the frequency dividing output of any encoder; 

there is no OZ signal; and the maximum is 2MHz.

Double-encoder card: the motor encoder is rotary transformer 16-digit 

resolution; the auxiliary encoder is TTL signal; it supports the pulse 

command input; the software supports the frequency dividing output of 

any encoder; there is no OZ signal; and the maximum is 2MHz.

Double-encoder card: the motor encoder is sine and cosine 16-digit 

resolution; it supports ABZ increment and ABCD absolute type; there is 

no pulse input function or frequency dividing output function, so it is 

suitable for the communication control for bus.

Double-encoder card: the motor encoder is TTL signal; the auxiliary 

encoder is TTL signal; it supports pulse command input; the feedback 

signal of the encoder is selected by the hardware jumper wire and 

output; and it is 2MHz at most.

Relay 3

Relay 1
RA1-RB1：normally closed

RA1-RC1：normally isolated

RA2-RB2：normally closed

RA2-RC2：normally isolated

+24V

PLC

COM

Double-encoder card
EX-PG0070

Pulse given  interface
Frequency dividing 

output interface 

The interior is isolated from GND
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ModBUS 485 Communication Scheme

485+ 485- GND 485+ 485- GND 485+ 485- GND

GND

GND

Ether CAT Communication Scheme

Ether CAT master station 

STO Emergency Stop

● Strong Universality:

International standard MOBUS 485 format, it can 

be compatible with the master station equipment 

of all communication protocols on the markets;

● Simple and Easy

● Ripe and Reliable

● Typical Application  Industry;

Air compressor, industr ial washing machine, 

woodworking rotary cutter, fan, tension winding 

machine;

● Strong Openness

●�Simple Structure

● Quick Transmission Speed

●�Safety

● Typical Industry 

Machine tool, wire drawing machine, 

printing (specifically suitable for the 

occasion with multiple sets of 

synchronization and high-precision 

control);

Partial Application AreasPartial Solution

1615

Industrial and mining

Metal processing

Papermaking industry

Lift Crane industry

Municipal engineering

Machine tool industry

Air compressor industry Oilfield 

Plastic industry 

Textile industry 

Wood processing 

...�...

Printing and packaging 

Processing center
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⽤⼼服务

Internet of Things Technology

Increase the Internet of Things to collect and upload the operation 
information in real time, realize complete detection, uniform 
management as well as real-time locating, tracking, management 
and information interaction to each set of equipment.

Technology Communication

Collection and analysis of customer demands, on-site 
professional assistance model selection, on-site trial, 
train for the field product of customers; and 
maintenance training of product.

Customer Return Visit

Give a phone return visit to know about the using 
condition and satisfaction survey

7*24h Full Time Service

V*T adopts housekeeper-type service standard and shift 
system so that the customers can conduct the after-sales 

consultation at any time; the professional customer 
personnel shall solve your problems for the first time.

Quick Response 

Set up regional warehouse in main cities of the country, store 
enough consumable so that to make the quick response, quick 

supply-chain of spare parts to the local customers;

User manual, product sample, product certificate, technical 
notice, collection of application case, Wechat news, model 
selection service of  Wechat machine and operation video 

Data Supporting

Installation and debugging of new machine, demand survey, fault field 
maintenance, training for basic operation guide at the site, using notice 
and collection of on-site photos

On-field Service 

ATTENTIVE 
SERVICE

Technical Support

1817

Regular Detection and Maintenance 

We shall detect the operation state of your equipment 
regularly to eliminate the unsafe hidden danger caused 

by the ageing of the equipment and ensure the safety 
lifting of the users; and your equipment can be 

professionally cared.
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